JULY 17, 2017 OCHDC MINUTES

In attendance: Connie Cargill, Kim Eubank, Trish Cederquist, Erin Ross, Grace Meachum, Beth Meachum, Alexis Settler, Dave Settler, Sam Brodley

The meeting was called to order with pledges said by all.

Secretaries Report: Everyone reviewed, motion was made to accept the report by Amanda Coker, seconded by Trish Cederquist, motion passed.

Treasurers Report: Trish Cederquist reported $6614.45 in the account. Motion was made to accept the report by Erin Ross, seconded by Beth Meachum.

Horse Show Review: The July show had a more diverse group of kids showing with more leadline people. Threw out some ideas for next year. Everyone seemed to like the judge but questioned judges for next year, hiring, pay, etc.

Reminder: Jumping clinic 7-21-17 at the fairgrounds starts at 5:00pm.

It was discussed how to get Pixie’s Ponies involved and pulling their weight, (at shows, at HDC meetings, etc) it was decided that Sam Brodley may contact Deb.

4-H Rider: It was decided that Sarah Gray had showed enough improvement on being in control of her horse at the July show and that she may show him at fair.

Futurity Project: There were questions on the futurity project notebook and whether or not one was still available, now that we have futurity projects again this needs to be looked into.

Change of Horse Request: A change of horse request came from Grace Meachum due to the fact that her horse Rocky has a torn meniscus and stifile joint issue. Grace would like to continue with this being her senior year and recently purchased a young horse. She attended the Ludington show this previous weekend and did well with him. She is pulling out of the state show due to must WTC to attend. She will attend the jumping clinic on Friday to be seen and fulfill the 1 HDC show or clinic rule. She has already level tested and passed. A motion was made by Trish Cederquist to approve the request with a second from Erin Ross. All were in favor and the motion was approved/passed.
**Fair:** Connie Cargill will be adding in junior horse equitation and horsemanship classes and jumping classes. Dressage class: looking for the intro 1 test for walk trotters and using level test 1 for WTC, can have a reader. Parade of Breeds will be done this year.

**Bills:** The Youth Council bill for HDC's portion of insurance was paid tonight. Chad Coppess has a bill from renting a tiller from OBS. Trish Cederquist requested the committee reimburses him $139.13 for working up the arena. Beth Meachum made a motion with a second by Erin Ross, all were in favor and motion passed. To avoid a bill next year Connie Cargill has equipment that may be used.

**Computer:** The computer is not working up to par and causes issues at the shows. Kim Eubank will see if Edward Dahl would check on prices for a new one.


A motion was made to end the meeting with a second by all. Meeting adjourned.